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Éditorial  

 

La pandémie à Coronavirus continue de faire des ravages dans nos sociétés avec son lot de 
problèmes et de conséquences à tous les niveaux : Psychose, contagion, maladie et décès...  
Les recherches scientifiques, à l’instar des autres domaines des activités humaines, s’en trouvent 
aussi quelque peu impactées, car les enseignants-chercheurs et chercheurs, soumis aux conditions 
de travail très peu favorables, ne peuvent produire efficacement et impunément, sans tenir compte 
des nouvelles règles et mesures que leur impose la pandémie : Changement spatio-temporel du 
cadre de travail, de moyens, de méthodes ... Il est évident que tout ce chamboulement nécessite 
une réadaptation et rééducation aux nouveaux modes de fonctionnement des systèmes. Et comme 
chacun, à son niveau, est peu ou prou affecté mentalement, psychologiquement, 
intellectuellement, physiquement, etc., la vie semble tourner au ralenti. Et les résultats de la 
recherche d’être livrés au compte-gouttes. 
 
Quoiqu’il en soit, les productions scientifiques ne connaitront pas d’arrêt total, car c’est de notre 
activité acharnée et continue que nous apprendrons à connaître le mal qui nous ronge, à le 
circonscrire et à le stopper définitivement ou, à défaut, à vivre avec lui. 
 
Au regard de ce premier volume du présent numéro de la revue Germivoire, il nous semble que 
les différents auteurs se sont résignés à « combattre » la pandémie et préfèrent continuer dans leur 
pratique habituelle de la science ; c’est aussi une victoire sur la maladie que de l’ignorer, non pas 
de manière imprudente dans l’insouciance et au mépris des mesures en la matière mais plutôt en 
toute conscience et connaissance de son existence implacable, et qu’avec elle, il faut réapprendre 
et continuer à vivre. 
 
Avec les différentes contributions, la littérature et la philosophie sont toujours à l’œuvre, les 
phénomènes linguistiques sont étudiés, les faits sociaux et historiques explorés et expliqués. 
 
La revue Germivoire voudrait rendre hommage à ces vaillants auteurs qui, malgré cette crise 
sanitaire et les troubles qu’elle engendre, continuent de la faire vivre et de  nourrir la science.     
 
 
 
ALLABA Djama Ignace  
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LIMITS OF MAGIC IN MARLOWE’S DOCTOR FAUSTUS 
AND SHAKESPEARE’S THE TEMPEST 
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Abstract 

This article accounts for the ways in which the belief in supernatural forces especially 

the outcome of magic is risky for ritualists in the light of the lot of both Doctor Faustus 

and Prospero respectively in Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus and Shakespeare’s The 

Tempest.  Both protagonists have simply experienced the secret of magic at their costs. 

This article posits through the lenses of semiotics from the linguistic and social binary 

visions that the practice of magic is particularly unsafe for magicians since magic is 

bivalent for it generates alternatively happiness and sorrow. 

Keywords: magic, ambition, enthusiasm, delusion, remorse. 

Résumé  

Cet article s’intéresse  aux retombées négatives peu souhaitables de la croyance aux 

forces surnaturelles en particulier la magie dans la vie de ses adeptes. Cette étude 

s’inspire du sort de Doctor Faustus et de Prospero dans les œuvres dramatiques de 

Marlowe et de Shakespeare respectivement dans Doctor Faustus et The Tempest. Il en 

découle que l’expérimentation des secrets de la magie par les deux protagonistes a été 

faite à leurs dépens. Cet article postule à travers l’approche sémiotique dans une lecture 

binaire linguistique et sociale que la pratique de la magie est particulièrement risquée 

car elle engendre alternativement un bonheur éphémère pour des chagrins 

insurmontables au praticien de la magie. 

 

Mots-clés : magie, ambition, enthousiasme, illusion, remord.  
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Introduction  

Magic is the science of managing nature and its particles to ones’ satisfaction 

through the mastering of supernatural powers. It has been since times immemorial 

possessed by astrologists and necromancers. Circe1 in Greece, and Merlin2 in Britain are 

two of the most famous magicians recorded in the history of the world. It takes to 

indicate that the Egyptians’ Book of the Dead, stands as the earliest collection that raises 

the issue of the metaphysical practices and magic amongst human beings. In fact, 

because of the supernatural secrets at their possession, magicians were admired and 

recruited as wise men in the court of Pharos and kings throughout history. The case of 

Merlin and King Arthur illustrates plainly this assertion in the British mythology.  

Witchcraft and magic were known in Britain since ages. But James I’s 

Daemonologie, published in 1597 stands as an official accord that raises formally issues 

related to magic and witchcraft in Britain during the Elizabethan age. Daemonologie 

appears some years after the Trials of the North Berwick Witches (1590-1592) in which 

James I keenly interested himself and was a direct participant in much of the 

questioning imposed to suspects. Whence to James I, Magic is associated to demons and 

bloody rituals.  K. Gyekye (1997, p.6), adds that “magic is a manifestation of a certain 

feature of the religious mentality. It is the result of belief in the existence of some occult 

or evil spiritual agents whose powers can be consciously and purposely used or 

manipulated for beneficial or evil ends.” 

Following the Trials of the North Berwick Witches and of James I’s Daemonologie, 

playwrights whose job is to represent life and the society, found in the supernatural an 

interesting topic to be dealt with during the Renaissance. Marlowe and Shakespeare can 

be counted amongst the early playwrights who addressed the issues of magic in their 

plays within the first decade of the Trials of the North Berwick Witches. 

In fact, Christopher Marlowe’s tragedy Doctor Faustus (1592), is all about magic 

and its chimera through the fall of Faustus, a great scholar of Divinity who turned to magic 

to control the world. In order to get his ambitious desires materialised, he signed a perilous 

covenant with Lucifer. However in Shakespeare’s comedy titled The Tempest (1611), 

																																																													
1	 - One of the most famous wizards in Greece is Circe. She is a goddess of magic and at times nymph, an 
enchantress and even sorcerer. She was the daughter of the god of the sun, Helios, and the goddess Hecate, and 
was widely known for her vast knowledge of herbs and potions. 
2 - Merlin is one of the most fascinating figures in the Welsh literature and the Arthurian legend. Merlin is a man 
of mystery and magic known as the most iconic sorcerer of his generation. As is expected with folklore dated as 
far back as the 12th century, Merlin’s portrayal changes from story to story. 
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magic stands as the activity that has been at the source of Prospero’s banishment and later 

to his restoration. In both plays, magic plays a remarkable role in the becoming of the 

protagonists. Magic stands in consequence as the chief concern in both plays under study.  

The tragedy of Marlowe is then about the rise and the fall of a reputed scholar 

which follows the Aristotelian canon of tragedy that is determined by the rise and the fall 

of a high personality. Unlike Marlowe’s play, Shakespeare’s comedy, is rather about the 

fall and the rise of an administrator. The plot is opposed to that of tragedy as it ends in 

merriment and restoration of the destitute. 

 The purpose of this article is to raise awareness upon the tragedy behind magic and 

ritualist practices into which young people are getting more and more involved in these 

days in quest for an effortless enjoyment of life. To achieve this purpose, both Elizabethan 

plays will be scrutinised with semiotics lenses which consist in exploring linguistics and 

social signs within facts and texts for semioticians hold according to M.H. Abrams, (2005, 

p.290), that “The focus of semiotic interest, accordingly, is not in interpreting a particular 

instance of signification but in establishing the general signifying system that each 

particular instance relies upon.” In addition Claude Lévy-Strauss posits that semiotics can 

be applied to, 

cultural anthropology…in analysing, in primitive 
societies, a great variety of phenomena and practices, 
which he treated as quasi-languages that manifest the 
structures of an underlying signifying system. These 
include kinship systems, totemic systems, ways of 
preparing food, myths, and prelogical modes of 
interpreting the world. (M.H. Abrams, 2005, p.290). 
 

Following the lot of both protagonists in Doctor Faustus and The Tempest it takes to 

scrutinise how time has being depicted as a determining factor of magic under the title 

Ephemeral Prestige in Magic. The second section is concerned the weaknesses of men’s 

minds before dissatisfaction and the pursuit of happiness under the title Corruption and 

Remorse in Magic. 
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1- Ephemeral Prestige in Magic  

For S. Blackburn (2016, p. 287), magic is all about corrupted means to have the 

upper hand over events. He describes magic as, “attempts to control events by means 

that are in fact inadequate.” The point raised by Blackburn on magic, indicates the fact 

that magic is an art that mainly consists in the control of the supernatural through 

corrupted means. From this position can be argued that there are real risks within magic 

for ‘inadequacy’ here has much to do with activities that go against common sense.   

If believing in the supernatural forces requires no special effort; enjoying benefits 

from the supernatural or mythical forces calls for special initiations wherein much 

exercise and commitment are required to reach the expected target. Trained people 

combine together bookish knowledges and initiation secrets in this perspective. This 

explains Marlowe making his protagonist Faustus’ sending for “The German Valdes 

and Cornelius;” as he was burning with the desire to taste magic in (Doctor Faustus, I, i, 

64.). 

By sending for the greatest magicians of his time, Faustus is overtly unveiling the 

incompleteness of books.  Books in this vein contain superficial information which have 

to be completed by initiation.  Initiation stands then as the key to get access to the step 

of achievement. It consists in rituals during which a novice takes part in to become an 

insider and /or be welcomed officially into a group by the virtue of the secrets teachings 

he has been introduced to. This is the case of Faustus and Prospero Marlowe and 

Shakespeare’s protagonists. The process is all about learning spells and pronouncements 

to invoke supernatural entities, (M. Kandji, 2014, p. 56).  

In Doctor Faustus, Marlowe has represented the process that his tragic hero Faustus 

has gone through to turn into magician. In fact, being a theologian, he possessed many 

books addressing Divinity. He was then equipped to excel in magic once he gets 

initiated.  

Both magic and witchcraft process by spells and invocations. Amongst English, it 

is firmly believed that witches in some extent can impose evil or good lot to 

populations. (M. Kandji, 1997, p.50). This is the case of Princess Margret or The 

Laidley Worm of Splindleston3who is recorded in the famous lore of Northumbria.  

																																																													
3 -Princess Margaret was turn into a ‘laidley worm’ by her stepmother who bewitched her after uttering dreadful 
curse. In the darkness when the Princess was asleep, the evil magic began to work and the next morning she 
became the laidley worm terrorising her environment.     
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By making his protagonist request the conference with the two most reputed 

German magicians to be introduced to magic, is Marlowe’s technique to express the 

possibility to acquire power by initiation. It also reveals the authority that Faustus has as 

to send for such reputed magicians. For under certain circumstances, in his new shape 

of learner, it takes him to visit his new masters. But being a local celebrated scholar, the 

magicians have not value their positions but admit to visit Faustus following his request. 

Faustus expresses his eagerness to magic saying,  
First I’ll instruct thee in the rudiments, 
And then wilt thou be perfecter than I. 
Then come and dine with me, and after meat 
We’ll canvas every quiddity thereof, 
For ere I sleep I’ll try what I can do: 
This night I’ll conjure though I die therefor. 

Doctor Faustus, I,i, 160-5. 

 But as magic powers are acquired through contracts with the devil, they naturally do not 

last permanently.  This elucidates why the early passion of Faustus to taste magic soon 

turned to remorse when he finally discovered that there is more mirage than reality and 

more dissatisfaction than satisfaction in magic. In sum, there is no real and lasting 

happiness in magic as expected by ritualists. He consequently turns to curse the meeting 

he held with the German magicians and Mephostophilis for deception has taken place as 

he started experiencing the truth upon magic. He says to his fellow scholars,  
But Faustus’ offence can ne’er be pardoned: the Serpent that 
tempted Eve may be saved, but not Faustus. Ah, gentlemen, hear 
me with heart pant and quivers to remember that I have been a 
student here these thirty years, O, would I had never seen 
Wittenberg, never read book! And what wonders I have done all 
Germany can witness, yea, all the world, for which Faustus hath 
lost both Germany and the world, yea, heaven itself –heaven, the 
seat of God, the throne of the blessed, the kingdom of joy –and 
must remain in hell for ever. Hell ah, hell for ever! Sweet friends, 
shall become of Faustus, being in hell for ever?  

Doctor Faustus, V,ii,41-53. 
 

Unlike Marlowe’s representation of Faustus’ deception in magic, Shakespeare 

introduces his protagonist to the audience as a professional magician who prices magic 

beyond the administration of his duchy in The Tempest. He puts emphasis upon the role 

of the books in his mastering magic powers and his capability to control supernatural 

forces. In The Tempest, the duke of Milan got banished from his duchy in Milan.  

Prospero’s lot turns sad because of his attachment to magic at the expense of 

governance of his State.  Prospero reported to his daughter,  
Dear, they durst not, 
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So dear the love my people bore me, nor set 
A mark so bloody on the business, but 
With colours fairer painted their foul ends. 
In few, they hurried us abroad a bark 
Bore us some leagues to sea; where they prepared  
A rotten carcass of a butt, not rigg’d, 
Nor tackle, sail, nor mast; the very rats 
Instinctively have quit it: there they hoist us, 
To cry to the sea that roar’d to us, to sigh  
To the winds whose pity, sighing back again, 
Did us but loving wrong. 
  The Tempest, I, ii, 140-151.   

 

The sea and the desert constitute the real fears of Prospero. All this is experienced 

because of magic.  

According to King James I of England, as raised by D. Tyson (2011, p.60), magic 

is all about Spiritism and the invocation of demons. This results in the fact that magic 

cannot profit either the magician or people enjoying magic wonders. This deduction of 

King James I has been neatly portrayed in the tragedy of Marlowe titled Doctor Faustus 

especially in the Act IV, v, where the playwright puts on stage Faustus and a Horse-

courser. Actually, the horse-courser buys a horse from Faustus which proves to be a 

fake horse for there is a special condition under which the horse is to be kept. Faustus 

declares,  
Yes, he will drink of all waters. But ride him not  
into the water;o’er hedge and ditch, or where thou wilt, 
but not into the water. Go, bid the ostler deliver him unto 
you; and remember what I say.  

 Doctor Faustus, IV, v, 16-19. 

The conditions listed by Faustus to the buyer of his horse reveal the uncommonness 

of the article he is selling. Despite this information, the buyer accepts the horse and a 

couple of minutes later the Horse courser is gone. His happiness ceases when he finally 

realised that the horse he was riding was simply a straw. This situation gives room to 

assume in the light of King James I in D. Tyson (2011, p. 64), that the rewards of magic 

are simple mirages though they can be touched. From a horse owner he has been turned 

to a worse state than his primary state. Apart from the loss of the horse, he could not 

recover his money. This uncovers the sad lot awaiting those that benefit from magic 

without being personally involved in magic. Prospero experienced exile which can be 

traced to that of Faustus tragic end for exile can be taken for a death penalty.   
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In addition, the destitution of Prospero sheds light upon Shakespeare’s view upon 

the limits of magic. This can be taken for the dramatist standpoint upon self-made man 

attitude whence it is sadly found that generally people undermine their talents and envy 

others while their situation is indeed far more enviable than the one of those they envy. 

This is the case of Faustus and Prospero. This situation of life made W.B. Yeats 

complain in ‘The Second Coming’ saying “The best lack all conviction, while the 

worst/ Are full of passionate intensity.”4 

The remark upon both protagonists is that they all use books and find their 

orientations in books. Subsequently, it can be construed that books play a major role in 

the art of magic. For there is no real magic without initiation to books, I. Sow (2008, 

p.128).  

The depiction of the ephemeral happiness in magic in both plays can be taken for 

Marlowe and Shakespeare’s ways of warning people against such practices. This 

warning bell is relevant in this contemporary world where many shortcuts to happiness 

are offered to people in various domains especially that related to ritualism. In fact, easy 

living offers encompass risks that are generally kept secret until experimentation. This 

situation generates situations which surely lead to mere remorse to those who try these 

offers. 

 

2- Corruption and Remorse in Magic 

Corruption has much to do with seduction, for seduction stands as a process through 

which a person is influenced to act or react mostly against his primary viewpoint. 

Corruption targets primarily the minds of its victims and alters their common senses (B. K. 

Kloutse, 2021, p. 210). This is the case of both Faustus and Prospero in the plays 

understudy. 

Faustus and Prospero belong to the high class. Faustus is one of the greatest scholars of 

Wittenberg and Prospero is the Duke of Milan.  But both have lost their positions as they 

got turned to a new art different from their profession.  

Instead of furthering his studies in Divinity or trying another common science to 

become more useful to his community, Faustus got involved in magic.  Magic is indeed a 

sensational art which is not determined by knowledge and reasoning but is all about 

esoteric practices.  As a matter of fact, magic is not a common science. It has to do with 

																																																													
4 - ‘The Second Coming’ https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/43290/the-second-coming consulted on 
5/06/2021 at 22h57’. 
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animism that is the belief that nature is made up of things that have spirits. A.S. Hornby, 

(2005, p. 50), adds the religious dimension of animism putting that it is all about the 

“belief in a power that organizes and controls the universe”. It is indeed the desire to 

control the world that finally prompts Faustus to Magic. Faustus clearly puts, 
These metaphysics books are heavenly; 
Lines, circles, letters, and characters: 
Ay, these are those that Faustus most desires. 
O, what a world of profit and delight, 
Of power, of honour, of omnipotence, 
Is promis’d to the studious artisan! 
All things that move between the quiet poles 
Shall be at my command: emperors and kings 
(…) A sound magician is a demi-god; 
                       Doctor Faustus, I, i, 48-56 &61. 

 

As for Prospero, he might be expected to study Political Sciences or Sciences that can 

build his capacity in administration. But against all expectation, the Duke of Milan chose 

to try Magic. This change of interest can be perceived as Prospero’s greed.  By choosing 

magic, Prospero seems to be in need of an overall power to control materially and 

supernaturally his dukedom. For magic is mainly about the control of supernatural powers 

to influence the world. K. Gyekye (1996, p. 6), clarifies this conception of magic as he 

holds that magic is all about,  “Mythical forces or powers in the universe that can be tapped 

by those human beings who have the knowledge to do so for good or ill.”      

In this perspective, magic according to Gyekye, deals with practices that consist in 

taming mythical powers for a purpose. It is an art made up of secrets left to the 

discretion of insiders.  Despite the fact that it is not given to everybody to taste magic 

and its mysteries, it is for many reasons taken for the easiest means to get one’s desires 

fulfilled through the performance of rituals.  

While according to Marlowe, ritualists are offered no way of return in the light of 

Faustus’s lot, Shakespeare posits a different reading of the situation in offering a way 

out to Prospero in The Tempest. Shakespeare’s position holds on fact that in many 

societies, people consult magicians for their talents.  In some kingdoms, magicians are 

associated to the court for their extraordinary powers to predict future events and their 

capacities to control nature. Even if some religious combat magicians, they still remain 

chief advisors in traditional kingdoms. The case of Merlin and King Arthur is a relevant 

illustration. The anthropologist E.E. Evans-Pritchard, confirms this position by comparing 

witchcraft to magic,  
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Magic is the chief foe of witchcraft (…) the use of magic 
for socially approved ends, such as combatting 
witchcraft, is sharply distinguished by Azande from its 
evil and anti-social use in sorcery. To them the difference 
between a sorcerer and a witch is that the former uses the 
technique of magic and derives his power from 
medicines, while the latter acts without rites and spells 
and uses hereditary psycho-physical powers to attain his 
ends. Both are enemies of men and Azande class them 
together. (…) Good magic and sorcery alike involve 
magical rites using objects fashioned from trees and 
plants. 

                E.E. Evans-Pritchard (1983:176). 
 

Despite the importance of magicians in traditional societies, and the honours they 

are subjected to, they are not such happy in their occupations. Most of them end 

destitute. This is the case of Faustus who failed to secure a better life. His mind was just 

turned towards the gains of the present overlooking thus that life is made up of past, 

present and future and none of these periods should be undermined for a harmonious 

life. He blindly accepted a contract of twenty four years of wonders and merriment. 

Actually, Faustus asking a wife to Mephostophilis connotes his not being married. 

While his bequeathing his property to his faithful servant Wagner denotes his being 

childless. To quench his thirst for a wife, the first request he made was to have a wife. 

He ordered,  
(…) let me have a wife, the fairest maid in  
Germany, for I am wanton and lascivious and cannot 
Live without a wife (…) 
How, a wife! I prithee, Faustus, talk not of wife 
Doctor Faustus, II, i, 139-141.  

Though simple this request seems, Faustus was not satisfied by magic. For magic is 

purely fantasy. Instead of a wife, Faustus was given a fake lady, a demon unable to 

quench his thirst for a wife. From then on, it has been clear that Faustus could get 

nothing sustainable from magic through the assistance of demons. He spent the twenty 

four years in merriment focused on useless or temporary desires. 

Faustus’ lot implies how corrupted he is towards the fake capacities of magic. A 

meticulous reading of the contract shows that some terms of the contract have not been 

respected. But surprisingly this was not noticed by Faustus who was manifestly blinded 

by the wonders he was subjected to. The contract reads, 
On these conditions following; 
First, that Faustus may be spirit in form and substance; 
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Secondly, that Mephostophilis shall be his servant and at his 
command; 
Thirdly, that Mephostophilis shall do for him and bring him  
whatsoever; 
Fourthly, that he shall be in his chamber or house invisible; 
Lastly, that he shall appear to the said John Faustus at all  
times in what form or shape soever he please;(…) 

Doctor Faustus, II, i,94-103. 
The general outcome of delusion as well as corruption is remorse. But remorse 

generally comes in the end. Delusion of grandeur is that which causes Faustus blind 

approval of a twenty four years contract for his life.  He expresses his remorse of 

dissatisfaction and of unachieved desires by cursing the devil. The same state of 

remorse made Faustus to think of a possibility to leave Lucifer for God that he formerly 

abjured by his own blood. He will to turn to God indicates his lassitude with magic and 

also his fear of the tragic end awaiting him. 

Contrarily to Faustus, Shakespeare’s protagonist enjoys a less chaotic lot. His 

magical studies occasions not only his exile but also his own restoration. Unlike 

Faustus, Prospero’s art is not conditioned by any contract but only an agreement upon 

liberating Ariel once the latter will prove to be a good servant in acknowledgment of his 

deliverance from prison. This contract between both Prospero and Ariel the Spirit, does 

not take into account the intervention of any supreme power like that of Lucifer in 

Marlowe’s tragedy. It is just limited to both Prospero and Ariel. 

This depiction of magic by Shakespeare, connotes his non tragic perception of 

magic. Even if his conception of magic meets that of Marlowe as far as the 

unproductive results are concerned. Shakespeare’s neating the restoration of Prospero in 

his play through the help of magic shows his opposition to the tragic view of Marlowe 

on magic.     

To Prospero, the books have really served. Like Faustus who had Mephostophilis to 

assist him as wonders performer, Prospero had Ariel. While Faustus negotiated 

Mephostophilis from the Devil, Prospero dealt directly with Ariel the airy spirit that was 

not under the influence of any supreme spirit except the punishment of Sycorax the 

mother of Caliban. Throughout The Tempest, all the desires of Prospero have been 

satisfied by Ariel from the tempest to the marriage of Miranda and Ferdinand, the 

Prince of Naples. Ariel is really faithful and full of gratitude towards Prospero. Prospero 

declared to Ariel in (The Tempest, I, I, 237-239) “Ariel, thy charge / Exactly is 

perform’d (…)”. This declaration implies a satisfaction of Prospero towards the action 

of Ariel.  As a consequence, Ariel claimed his liberty saying,  
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Is there more toil? Since thou dost give me pains, 
Let me remember thee what thou hast promised, 
Which isnot performed me (…) 

I prithee, 
Remember I have done thee worthy service; 
Told thee no lies, made no mistakings, served 
Without or grudge or grumblings: thou didst promise 
To bate me a full year. 

 The Tempest, I, ii, 242-244 &247-249. 

To these pleas, Prospero reminds Ariel saying, 

Thou best know’st 
What torment I did find thee in; thy groans 
Did make wolves howl and penetrate the breasts 
Of ever-angry bears: it was a torment 
To lay upon the damn’d, which Sycorax 
Could not again undo: it was mine art, 
When I arrived and heard thee, that made gape 
The pine and let thee out. 
The Tempest, I, ii, 286-290 

 

It is important to point out that, by provoking the tempest in order to drive the king 

of Naples and his followers to his deserted island is a means of Prospero to secure his 

restoration. He seized the same occasion to secure a beautiful marriage between his 

daughter and Ferdinand whence both Prospero and Alonso the father of Ferdinand 

become in-laws. All these tricks by Prospero show to which extent Prospero was eager 

to get back to Milan and join human society that he left because of magic.  

This action of Prospero has disconnected him totally from magic. It implies 

Shakespeare’s belief in the achievement of magic. For if after securing his restoration 

Prospero has chosen to drop the books and ritual materials, shows he trusts in his 

achievement. And his awareness on the fact that there are achievements which will not 

degenerate after his dropping aside magic. Despite this confidence in the capability of 

his powers Prospero has chosen to drop magic which indicates that Prospero finds 

common life far better than the control of the spirits which disconnects magicians from 

the reality and turns people’s mind to leave the right for the fake. 

As Robinson Crusoe on his Island, the unique desire of Prospero was to get back 

home and secure a better life to his beloved daughter and himself. 

Magic has just brought failure and exile to Prospero. But magic, here has served 

only one purpose that is to get restored in Milan to a position that he possessed by merit 

not by favour but which he pitifully lost for the sake of magic. Magic has finally helped 

recover his lost status. But, without magic he would not have experienced exile and 
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loneliness. In sum, magic has been the cause of the exile of Prospero and even if his 

restoration has been by the sake of his art, it can be argue that magic brought nothing 

valuable to Prospero. Instead, it brought stagnation and stained his reputation. 

 

 

Conclusion  

The limits of magic or the art of controlling the invisible and the visible worlds 

through supernatural powers has been the main issue discussed in this article based on  

both Marlowe’s and Shakespeare’s plays. Both protagonists, Faustus and Prospero turn 

to magic for the sake of enjoying wonders but they encountered misfortunes instead of 

merriment. The article has been then centred on how risky magic is for people who try 

it. 

Firstly the concern in the article has been to discover how time conditions magical 

mysteries in the sense of limitation. Within this section it has been found that both 

Prospero and Faustus have been surprised by the swiftness of the time. Things have 

occurred in such a way that they have found the delays too short. Time has passed so 

swiftly that they got ensnared in delusion. Whence it can be noticed a certain level of 

surprise mixed to deception in magic. This situation finally reveals how ephemeral are 

the benefits derived from magic.   

The second section is centred on the study of the conduct of both protagonists with 

the hypothesis that they have been badly influenced and got their lucidity corrupted 

whence the remorse expressed at the end of each play. In this perspective, it has been 

found that Faustus has fallen to the temptation of pride. He then became so ambitious 

that he dropped aside the warnings as far as the experimentation of magic is concerned.  

His naively signing of the contract exposes his delusion. He was simply blinded by his 

quest for grandeur despite his great reputation in Germany, B.K. Kloutse (2020, p.30).  

As for Prospero, he left his administration into the hands of an ambitious brother who 

seized the occasion to snatch the power from him. All this happened because of magic.  

Magic in The Tempest resulted in stagnation and survival while that in Doctor 

Faustus is that of pride and fall. In fact, without Prospero’s mastering magic, his lot on 

the island would have been a tragedy but it is still magic that surprisingly causes the fall 

of Faustus. So, by depicting his protagonist in the shape of magician, Shakespeare has 

been able to turn the premeditated tragic end of Prospero into his happy restoration to 
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get a comedy as the finish product of his play. But Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus is the 

faithful representation of the royal position which holds magic as a devilish art.  

In sum, this study has shown how magic has been the source of insecurity and 

remorse encountered by the protagonists of both Doctor Faustus and The Tempest. 

Magic has caused the tragic end of Faustus while the same magic has occasioned 

Prospero’s exile.  
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